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„Kdyby všechno nebo dokonce jen popovina z toho, co je udáváno o Keelyho motoru, byla pravda, 
svět by byl na prahu největší revoluce od doby, kdy se začal otáčet..“

The Evening Bulletin, July 8, 1875

„Nechte na hudebním nástroji zaznít tón a nejslabší zvuk vytvoří věčnou ozvěnu. Na nevyditelných 
vlnách bezbřehého oceánu se vytvoří vzruch a ta vibrace se nikdy úplně neztratí. Její energie, 
jakmile je jednou přenesena ze světa hmoty do nehmotného světa, bude žít navždy.“

H.P. Blavatská, Odhalená Isis, 1877

Jednou z nejzáhadnějších postav v historii výzkumu volné energie je vynálezce John Ernest Worrell 
Keely. On stál na samém začátku historie výzkumu volné energie a možná učinil nejdůležitější 
objev všech dob. Nejsou to jen principy nové formy energie, které podle svých slov objevil, jež 
dosud nejsou úplně pochopeny, ale téměř všechny jeho neuvěřitelné stroje a vynálezy jsou nyní 
ztraceny.

John Worrell Keely se narodil 3. září 1837 buď ve Filadelfii ve dvoupodlažním dřevěném domě, 
jenž stál na rohu ulic Jacoby a Cherry, nebo ve starém městě Chester v Pensylvánii1. Někdy se uvádí
rok narození 18272. Keely byl dvakrát ženatý, podruhé se ženil v roce 1887, ale nezanechal po sobě 
žádné děti3. Jeho první žena a jeho jediné dítě zemřely mnoho let před jeho smrtí4. U jeho druhé 
manželky známe jen její jméno Anna Keelyová. Keely zemřel ve stejném městě 18. listopadu 1898 
a je pohřben na West Laurel Hill Cemetery, 1305 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Číslo pozemku je 313 v 
River Section. Jeho hrob je neoznačený. Na pozemku stojí velké javory pokryté břečťanem.

Rodiče Keelyho matky měli anglické a švédské předky a rodiče jeho otce měli německé a 
francouzské předky5. Jeho otec byl dělníkem v železárně6 a údajně jeho dědeček z otcovy strany byl
německý skladatel Ernst, který ve své době vedl orchestr v Baden-Badenu7. 

John Keely měl jednoho bratra J.A. Keelyho8. Protože osiřel v raném dětství, pravděpodobně byli 
brzy od sebe odděleni. Keely ztratil rodiče velmi brzy v dětském věku, jeho matka se po jeho 
porodu nikdy nevzpamatovala a otec zemřel před jeho třetími narozeninami. Po smrti jeho otce žil u
své babičky a tety, ale jeho teta zemřela dříve než měl šestnáct let a jeho babička zemřela o rok 
později. A tak se Keely musel brzy postavit na vlastní nohy. Jeho příležitosti ke vzdělání byly 
omezeny na městskou školu ve Filadelfii, kterou opustil ve věku dvanácti let9.

Také se říká, že šel žít se svým dědečkem německým skladatelem, který pro něho nemohl mnoho 
udělat. Poté, co opustil školu, se šel učit do tesařské dílny10.  Keely v této dílně pracoval od svých 
dvanýcti let údajně až do roku 187211. Někdy v těchto letech Keely učinil svůj úžasný objev a 
rozhodl se jít touto cestou. Soudobé zdroje měly své vlastní, někdy rozporuplné verze, jak k tomu 
došlo. Jádrem těchto pověstí je, že Keely měl svůj okamžik osvícení, když pozoroval neobvyklé 
účinky zvuku na jisté předměty.

Samotný Keely tvrdil, že již v dětství začal svůj výzkum, který jej dovedl k objevu, jenž ho 
pronásledoval po zbytek života: „Dříve než jsem dosáhl desátého roku, výzkum v oblasti akustické 
fyziky mě dokonale fascinoval; celý můj organismus se zdál být naladěn, jako kdyby to byla harfa s
tisícem strun; nastavená pro příjem všech podmínek spojených se silou zvuku jako řídicím 
prostředkem, kladným a záporným; a s nepopsatelně intenzivní radostí12.“
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Ale zatímco byl přitahován k této linii výzkumu před dovršením deseti let věku, událost o několik 
let později ho posunula směrem, jenž popsal následovně: „... první zjevení, které jsem měl, když mi 
bylo dvanáct let, přitáhlo moji pozornost ke kanálům, v nichž jsem od té doby pracoval...“13

Keely nikdy neřekl, jaké zjevení, událost nebo objev to přesně byl, ačkoli jinde je předkládán 
poetický obraz mladého Keelyho, který „držel lastury u svého ucha, zatímco šel po mořském 
pobřeží a všiml si, že nenašel dvě se stejným tónem...,“ s nimiž jeho objevitelská činnost začínala14.

Protože nikdy nevysvětlil povahu této události, bylo jednoduše napsáno někým jiným, že „... od 
věku deseti let se [Keely] zajímal o studium tónů a rezonance; těch rychlých a nepřetržitých vibrací,
jež tvoří základ všeho, co vidíme ve světě kolem nás, a jež jsou prvotní příčinou všech energií 
působících ve vesmíru. Je to toto studium, jež dosud pokračuje, a jehož síla se vyvinula, údajně 
pochází z řízení těchto vibrací...“15

And elsewhere it is confirmed that Keely not only was a "poor lad reared in
obscurity and privation, in early childhood drawn to these unique researches.. but that
"from his earliest recollection...was drawn to the study of sound as relating to force,
and commenced his first systematic investigation when hardly 10 years of age, making
his first encouraging discovery at thirteen. As a child he noticed how powerfully
windows were often agitated by the heavy tones of an organ, and this led him to place
various objects about the room, suspending glass dishes, etc., and then watching for
any effect that might be produced by the various chords he was able to secure by the
combination of different tones. He soon found that certain chords invariably resulted
in the forcible agitation of objects at a distance."16

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This was further explained by stating that, "The discovery of the fact that objects
composed of a material such as glass could be made to vibrate at a distance only in
response to one particular chord to which their mass seemed to respond led to the
discovery on which his work is based—the finding of the so-called 'chord of mass' of
any material body, and the application of this discovery to the production of vibrations
at will. The utilization of this chord produces disintegration, and this disintegration in
turn is, of course, capable of being converted into motion. "17 Although the consensus
was that Keely's experiments in vibration had their origin in his knowledge of music, and
were commenced in his childhood,18 sometimes a different story arose: "While he was
working as a carpenter the vibrations of windows and glass dishes in response to the
soundings of the various musical chords first set his mind upon the subject of
vibrations and the curious sympathy between distant waves vibrating in harmony. He
became interested in speculations concerning physical forces and originated many
theories."19 It is even alleged that he simply became interested in music, and claimed
that the tuning fork had suggested to him the idea of a new motive of power.20
Apart from working as a carpenter's apprentice, Keely also held other jobs to
sustain his living in his pre-motor-fame days. A Philadelphia newspaper, while
admitting that of Keely's early life, "little is publicly known," wrote: "He was born in
this dear town of ours, and when he was 10 years of age, was thrust out in the world
to battle alone. He had two hobbies, music and mechanics. He was a cabinet-maker
and musician by turns. The shop in which he worked at the former, some say, was on
Market Street, while others claim it was on Jayne Street...."21
During these early years Keely also worked from time to time as a physician, a
pharmacist, "and in other occupations...,"22 as an upholster or a cabinetmaker.23 Keely
"worked at many trades to which he had not been apprenticed. He was a plumber,
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plasterer, carpenter, mason and many other things combined...,"24 and elsewhere it
was added: "He is said to have been employed in various business establishments in
this city, where it was noticed that he had an inventive genius and gave much more
attention to mechanical problems than to his employment...."25
When Keely was about 20 years of age, and it is asserted that he showed in his
youth "great interest in physics and chemistry and a wonderful desire for

18 Free Energy Pioneer: John Worrell Keely

adventure," he went to work in a drugstore in Philadelphia, where he remained for a
few years. He then left this job to become a locomotive engineer on the Pennsylvania
Railroad, where he "passed several years in an engineer's cab." In 1850, he returned to
be a druggist's clerk, but "When the Indian troubles in the West excited the country he
joined the army..."26 There he led a life of adventure for a time, until he was wounded
during an uprising of the Native Americans and was sent to a hospital. After his
recovery, he returned to Philadelphia and played in an orchestra.27 Possibly this was
around 1856, when Keely was "a varnisher by trade, and in addition a flutist and
writer of music..."28
That Keely at one time was a flutist, but not the leader in an orchestra as is so
often alleged, stems from the recollection of a certain W.D. who wrote about the time
"long before the Keely motor was known."29 The author claimed to have spent "many
nights in a musical way" with Keely: "He appeared to me to fall into deep thought
during the intervals of our performances, and it was no uncommon thing to have to
rouse him from his abstraction. At times he would turn to me, who sat next him, and
with great animation explain some improvement, or satisfactory result about an
experiment regarding machinery. As I knew nothing of the subject, I could only
politely congratulate him."
If the memory of the writer was correct, this again is a hint that Keely, long
before his invention of the device that brought him fame, was deeply involved in
similar pursuits. The writer gives other interesting details of his early life: "I remember
that our party performed at Atlantic City on one occasion, and the next day, seated in the
shade with a friend, I saw Keely in a black frock coat buttoned across his breast and a
high silk hat, walking along in the sun in an absorbed manner. The heat was terrible—
I think about 98 degrees—and when I made a remark about Keely to my companion,
he said: 'Oh, John don't know anything about the heat: his brain is busy with some
jimcrank about an engine.' His instrument was the flute, upon which he had a
remarkable degree of execution; in fact, he was constantly introducing turns and trills,
to the annoyance of our professor. On one occasion we were about to play the
'Immortal Waltzes,' and our leader took occasion to speak of the beautiful simplicity of
the first movement; but Keely was deep in thought, and when he played his part
introduced the most florid turns, at which the professor rapped fiercely and shouted:
'For heaven's sake, John Keely, stop your infernal frills!' This reproof was taken
calmly, and the offense was not repeated. A most pleasant and agreeable man he was
socially, although subject, even in those days, to fits of deep and intense thought."30
There is also a rumor that in his early life Keely was a sleight-of-hand performer
and a circus performer.31 That he worked in a circus was already doubted in his time:
"...Keely in earlier life was a cannon-ball tosser and went around the country with a
circus throwing cannon-balls in the air, and catching them in his hands.... That story
has since been denied."32 But although denied, doubts remained: "I think there must be
truth in it, for away back in the early seventies...it was my great privilege...to have an
introduction. ... I was told by the friend who did me this favor, and who had a close
intimacy with Keely as a
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neighborhood-born companion for years, that for a certain time he was connected with a
travelling circus...."33
This doubt has remained ever since, and current conventional historical sources
consider Keely's circus career as more or less apocryphal.34 The general confusion at
that time, the lack of biographical data and the various anecdotes, similar or different,
substantiated or unsubstantiated, would also influence later writers about him.35
To reconstruct Keely's early life, we must therefore include a biographical sketch
of him, that—although colorful—is probably loosely based on such sources as referred
to above, and remains unsubstantiated as well: "He worked as a carpenter, played
violin in a small orchestra, showed amazing dexterity with card tricks and other
paraphernalia of the magician's trade. John longed for adventure and joined a group of
trappers who spent three years in the Rockies. Badly wounded by an Indian arrow,
John came home to the relative safety of Philadelphia." It was there that he befriended
mechanics and professors and "within a few years had acquired smatterings of the
fundamentals of both science and machinery."36
On only very rare moments, Keely himself confided details of his early life to a
reporter. While he denies ever having been a carpenter, we also perceive details of
what must have been a most unusual career at times: "'Are you a spiritualist, Mr.
Keely?' I asked him. 'That is one of many lies propagated about me,' he answered. 'It
has been said I started life as a carpenter (though that is not a slander), but I didn't: I
never was a carpenter. Instead of being a Spiritualist myself, I once exposed
Spiritualistic mediums in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1857, 1859 and 1861, and I was
nearly run out of town for doing so. Everything their mediums did in the dark, I did in
the light, and that naturally enraged them. I do not believe in Spiritualism or in
anything of the kind. I am, I hope, a Christian, and a regular member of the Methodist
Church....'"37
While it is asserted that Keely made his discovery in his childhood, long before
he announced it to the public, it is also claimed that this was accompanied by the
construction of a number of curious devices or prototypes of engines. A theosophist
wrote that Keely "...has worked since he was a boy, at times, upon various inventions
before his discovery of ether...."38
There is a description of what may be one of Keely's very first devices, but
unfortunately no date or time period is given: "His earliest mechanism for noting the
uniform force of sound vibrations was a steel bar set full of pins of various lengths,
while his first 'resonator,' or 'intensifier,' consisted of a shingle screwed to two hollow
wooden tubes. Keely's first rudimentary engine was 'a simple ring of steel with 300
pins set into it, and this first wheel ran in an open box, into and through which an
observer was free to look while the wheel was in motion...'"39
In 1856, Keely "had running and was experimenting with a toy engine, the boiler
of which was fired by a 'burning fluid lamp' in his home on Fifth Street, five or six
doors above Queen Street."40 In 1863, Keely became employed as a furniture
varnisher at $10 per week in the furniture shop of Bennet C. Wilson.
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Wilson financed Keely's experiments and provided him with a furnished shop on
Market Street in which to work. There Keely experimented "year after year" with an
engine which he called a "reacting vibratory motor." This led to the construction of a
device invented in 1869 that can be considered the forerunner of his Globe Motor.41
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It is alleged that Keely's motor began to attract attention as early as 1865,42 but
around 1871 he started to try to put his discovery into practical, commercial use, for it
is claimed that he announced his invention to the public in that year. Keely, who at the
time was "a varnisher of furniture on Market Street, above Seventh," put an
advertisement in a Philadelphia evening paper "relating to a new motor, or motive
power, which he alleged he had invented or discovered and was prepared to exhibit."
This new motor was named the "Globe Motor," presumably because it consisted of a
hollow sphere, which revolved at great speed and, as Keely declared, automatically. "It
was seen in motion at different times by different persons, but always while in the
presence and under the control of Keely. ...The motor attracted the attention of two
gentlemen of capital in our city, who consented to advance money with the view of
developing this invention and others which Mr. Keely claimed to have made...."43
The recollection of another man who was also drawn to Keely's Globe Motor and
who retold the incident 30 years later,44 seems to confirm other allegations that Keely
had a globular motor in operation in 1871. In fact, if the 30-year period would be
correct, it would mean that Keely had already constructed his device prior to 1869.
The man who came forward after all these years was one Joseph Repetti, decribed
as an "expert Vineland machinist and inventor" and "a Mason of excellent standing in
the local lodge and a highly respected citizen, whose veracity and capabilities are well
known in Vineland." Repetti stated that he knew Keely's much-talked-about secret, and
that he was "the only person to whom Keely ever showed his complete motor." Of
course this was nonsense; Keely built several devices, of which the Globe Motor was
only one, but again it reflects something of the confusion that has always surrounded
historical data concerning Keely, even in his day.
Repetti, who lived in Philadelphia, remembered how he met Keely around 1869.
According to him, "It had become noised about that a Mr. Keely, who then occupied
rooms on Market Street, had accomplished perpetual motion. I became very much
interested and, securing permission from my employer, decided to take a half-day off
and visit the much-talked-of Keely at his place of work and have a talk. Accordingly I
made a call. Mr. Keely was, to all appearances, carrying on a second-hand furniture
business. I said: 'I am interested in the report that you have solved the problem of
perpetual motion. I am a machinist employed in the city, at the shops of Vere, Camp
& Leopold. I have also been working for some time on a machine for the same
purpose and am interested in the subject. This is why I have called.' Mr. Keely replied:
'The machine to which you refer is not in running order, but if you will wait for a few
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minutes I will put it together and show it to you.' In a few minutes, Mr. Keely, who
had retired to his workshop, called me to that apartment showing me a peculiarly
constructed machine in the form of a globe, of about eight inches in diameter. The ball
had a vertical rotary motion. I inquired: 'How long would the machine continue to
revolve?' 'Until worn out,' replied Mr. Keely. I asked: 'Does the machine develop any
power?' Mr. Keely, placing his finger on the revolving globe, stopped it, saying: 'This
machine is too small to develop much power. I shall make a larger machine that will
have power to run other machines.' Keely then stated that he had not begun the actual
construction yet, but that he had decided the size of the machine, and that the ball
would be 'between five and six feet in diameter.' Keely also stated that he didn't know
when he would start the construction; that would depend on the help 'from the outside'
that he could get. When Repetti asked how much help it would take, Keely's answer
was, 'Something like one thousand dollars.'"
At first, Repetti saw something in Keely's device, for he offered to build certain
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parts of his machine at the workshop of his employers, where he had access to the
"proper tools." Keely's reply was enigmatic: "I cannot answer just now, but if you will
call in a few days I will let you know what I will do."
Repetti returned and Keely stated that he would go along with his offer, but only if
Repetti would pay for the making of the machine, for which he was to receive "a half
interest for doing so." Repetti agreed on the condition that he could see all the parts of
the Globe Motor "in order to know if I can make them." Keely did not object to this,
but told Repetti: "I cannot show them to you now. You will have to call some other
time," which Repetti did, and within a few days. The machine had been taken apart and
the parts were spread out on the table in the workshop. Keely said: "You can examine
the parts and determine if you can make them." Repetti did this and said that he saw no
difficulties. But then Keely said that he had a secret part that he could not show without
Repetti's promise to oblige himself by oath not to tell anyone. Repetti agreed and Keely
"went into another room and brought out the part and showed it to me, after which I
said: 'I am very sorry, Mr. Keely, that I have put you to so much trouble, but I think
that I will not go into this business any farther....'"
What Repetti saw that changed his mind, he kept secret for 30 years offering no
further explanation. Repetti's tale might be truthful in some respects: There is
evidence that Keely indeed was living at Market Street around that time; he lived
there in 1866, as he admitted.45
In 1871, Keely pursued his investigations in the effort to work out his discovery,
using water and air in connection with sound vibrations.46 In 1872, he allegedly made
his discovery of an energy that he called "the force" by accident, while experimenting
on vibrations. He then "imprisoned the ether" the same year and "commenced his
experiments with ether in the winter of 1872-73...."47 At first he had no idea what he
had found, as he readily admitted; it would take him 12 years before he realized that he
had "imprisoned the ether."48
Between 1871 and 1875, he also constructed six different devices. At that
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time, 34 documents were in existence relating to the transfer of interests in inventions
which were called the independent flywheel, the hydro-pneumatic-pul-sating-vacuo
engine, the Globe Motor, the dissipating engine, the multiplicator or generator and the
automatic water lift. The first assignment was dated July 11, 1871, the last, February
15, 1875.49
Keely's Globe Motor, although exhibited in operation around 1871, was never
patented; what was found during an investigation in 1875 was "on record in Liber L,
18, page 370, of transfer of patents, U.S. Patent Office, an assignment of this so-called
Globe Motor by Mr. Collier to the Keely Motor Company, this assignment bearing
date February 15, 1875, and being recorded May 8, 1875." The patent office at that
time also had an abstract of "all assignments, agreements, licenses, powers of attorney
and other instruments in writing on record in the patent office in the name of John W.
Keely since January 1, 1871."
However, there does exist a patent by Keely, granted August 15, 1871, for his
flywheel, an arrangement of gearing for causing a wheel to revolve at a greater speed
than the shaft to which it is hung.
In 1872, Keely constructed a new motor at his place in Market Street.50 This second
motor was variously called the "hydraulic motor," the "hydro-vacuo engine," the
"hydro-pneumatic vacuum engine" and the "hydro-pneumatic-pulsating vacuum
engine."51 A New Yorker who claimed to have known him during that time later wrote
that, "I was with him when the idea first entered his head that he could combine steam
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and water to run an engine. At that time he made a crude machine, which he actually
ran for some time; and this was the model of the Pneumatic-Pulsating-Vacuo-Engine....
In those days I have known him to sell and pawn everything of value in his house to
obtain means to continue his investigation with the money thus acquired."52
This model was subsequently located at 1010 Ogden Street in Philadelphia, where
Keely was then living. The model was described as an engine placed in a bathtub and
run by a stream of water that passed through a goose quill. This device "...soon grew
into the machine which he called a 'generator,' and which the world named the Keely
motor, and in which power was produced from the vibratory qualities of water and
air."53 Elsewhere it is claimed that the generator not so much evolved out of his hydropneumatic-
pulsating-vacuo engine, but that after its construction, Keely "took a new
departure," which culminated in the so-called Keely motor, or, as it has been termed,
"a dissipating engine and multiplicator and generator."54
While working with his generator one day in 1873, Keely "suddenly felt a cold
vapor blow in his face. He tried to wipe away the moisture, but was surprised to find
there was none upon his countenance...The curious phenomenon of a vapor that was
absolutely dry caused him to take up a new line of experiment."55
This mysterious vapor was described as "a heretofore unknown gaseous or
vaporic substance,"56 and it was the power on which the generator—also termed the
dissipator or the Keely motor—worked. Keely, being "a poor man, but, having a
wonderful degree of natural mechanical skill...devoted all his time for
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the past fourteen years to experiments with water with a view of procuring a motive
power from it. He was engaged upon an idea of his own regarding the force of
columns of water when he accidentally discovered the vapor which he has harnessed.
He studied the subject, ascertained how it was generated, learned its power, and
thenceforth applied himself solely to the perfection of this idea, working night and day
for a number of years, until his efforts were crowned with success."57 Since the above
quote is taken from an article written in 1875, this would imply that Keely was
involved in this line of research since 1861.
That it is successively claimed that he discovered the force in 1872 and 1873 is
explained thus: Keely, while "experimenting with a hydraulic engine...according to his
own statement... accidentally made his discovery of the tremendous and mysterious
energy which he afterwards pronounced to be etheric force. Over a year passed in
various experiments...before he was able to repeat its production at will."58
Elsewhere it is confirmed that in 1873 Keely became known as the discoverer of a
new power, "which he had not then been able to utilize, to operate machinery, but which
could be supplied in limitless quantities at practically no cost. ...He said himself that he
made the discovery in 1872, but then had no idea of its origin or laws. He gave no
indication of its character, but kept the secret within his own breast until such time as
patents could be secured...."59
Keely did attempt to secure a patent on his device, which was filed on November
14, 1872, titled: "Specification describing a new and useful Hydro Vacuo Engine,
invented by John W. Keely of the City and County of Philadelphia and state of
Pennsylvania." The purpose of the machine was described as follows: "The end and
design of the invention is an engine wherein the actuating power is produced by a
vacuum in connection with water pressure."60
Yet nothing came of his application. When information was gathered around 1875,
a search of the records of the patent office brought to light an abandoned application
for a patent for the hydro-vacuo engine, "the said application having been filed
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November 14, 1872...At the request of the applicant's attorney, a model was dispensed
with by the authorities in the first instance; but on November 26, 1872, a working model
was demanded before the examination could be completed. Whenever an application
for a patent is of doubtful practicability, or based on what is believed to be a fallacy, it
is the practice of the patent office authorities to demand a working model, and to
refuse to examine the case until the demand is complied with. Nothing was done in
this case of Keely's until March 20, 1874, when he appointed Mr. J. Snowden Bell,
now the mechanical associate of Mr. Collier, to prosecute the application; but as two
years elapsed without any action, the application was thereby under the law
abandoned."61
There are rumors of subsequent patents and the assignment of rights. Wilson for
instance claimed that Keely had assigned to him "one full half ownership" of the
principles or machine that he built in 1869.62 The other rumors stem in all probability
from the 1871 patent, which was granted directly to the assignees, two unidentified
persons who at first advanced money for the further development
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of the Globe Motor and the hydro-pneumatic-vacuo engine, or his patent application
in 1872.63
A mysterious patent that Keely supposedly requested on November 26, 1873, and
of which it was remarked that the accompanying drawings "are now lost," never
existed.64 In contemporary sources there is no further reference to other patents. It is
stated that Keely did obtain a patent in 1874 on the hydro-pneumatic-pulsating-vacuo
engine, the original design of the Keely motor.65
Around 1874 Keely moved to a building at 1420 N. Twentieth Street above Ridge
Avenue in Philadelphia, where he established his workshop. There he would
construct, over a period of a quarter of a century, various other motors and devices.
The workshop was a modest building that was formerly used as a stable. He used the
first floor as a general storeroom, and there he conducted his "rough experiments."
The second story consisted of three apartments, the first being the office of the
inventor, the second the workshop for his globe engine, with an adjoining room where
he "religiously guards his latest creation."66
Several stories exist of the next important phase that was to be his breakthrough,
and that would lead to the establishment of a company to fund his researches.
One variant has it that Keely's new invention quickly drew the attention of a
group of New York bankers and businessmen, and they asked Charles B. Collier, a wellknown
patent attorney in Philadelphia, to investigate Keely's invention. Prior to this
request, Collier alleged that he had never met Keely, although this is not certain, since
he would contradict himself a number of times on this point over the years.67
Another variant tells that around 1874 two persons, one in New York and one in
New Jersey, held contracts with Keely, whereby they were entitled to certain rights in
his inventions to be patented thereafter. By mutual consent they agreed to merge their
respective rights into a corporation that would be known as the Keely Motor
Company. Collier was asked to be their counsel. "At that time," Collier wrote, "I knew
but little of Keely's invention. I had seen in his workshop—a room say ten feet
square—a 'receiver' charged with a vapor or gas having an elastic energy of 8,000 lbs.
to the square inch. I interrogated Mr. Keely critically as to how he had produced this
substance. Pointing to an inoffensive looking machine, which stood in close proximity
to the receiver, he said to me that he introduced a certain quantity of air into that
machine under no greater pressure than was the capacity of his lungs, a certain
quantity of water under no greater pressure than was the ordinary hydrant pressure at
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his residence, and then, by a simple manipulation of the machine, unaided by any
chemical substances, heat, electricity etc., he converted a small portion of the
introduced water and air into the cold vapor then contained in his receiver."68
Collier enquired into Keely's character, consulting Rutherford, chief engineer of
the U.S. Navy, and Boekel. Collier was favorably impressed, signed an agreement
with Keely and went to New York. There he met with some of the most influential
citizens, among whom was Charles H. Haswell, who also visited
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Keely's workshop and had seen and reported on the receiver charged with the
enormous vaporic pressure.69
The meeting resulted in $10,000 of the stock being subscribed. Collier made
Keely's written declaration a part of his contract with them. Collier returned to
Philadelphia with $3,000 and gave the money to Keely, who then paid the constructors
of his machine $2,850. But the term of the agreement was that Keely was obliged to
explain the principle of his invention, so Collier went to Keely's workshop with his
engineering assistant, J. Snowdon Bell. But even with the sectional drawings of the
machine—made by Bell—in front of them, Collier and Bell could not understand why
the result would follow from its operation. Collier therefore requested Keely to put the
machine together and give a demonstration.70 Collier and 10 others witnessed the
experimental test run of the Keely motor that fateful night of November 10, 1874, in
his workshop at N. Twentieth Street.71
The demonstration took place in a gas-lit room, with Collier holding a lighted
candle.72 Keely proceeded to make an expulsion which meant that he would develop a
force or pressure from the multiplicator. The force was sufficient to exert a pressure of
1,430 lbs. per square inch.73 He did this by blowing from his lungs for about 30
seconds into the nozzle upon the multiplicator. He then shut the cock and turned on
the water from the hydrant. The water that was poured into the multiplicator had a
pressure of twenty-six pounds and a quarter to the square inch. The operation was
completed in about two minutes after the attachment of the hydrant was made by
simultaneously opening two cocks upon tubes connected with the first and second
drums, when the lever and the force register were raised.74
The multiplicator—or the generator—was not an engine or a motive power motor
in the strictest sense; it served as an apparatus for containing the high pressure vaporic
substance. The tube for the discharge of the vaporic substance was "about the size of
an ordinary knitting needle," with about one-tenth of an inch bore. The first engine
that was connected to the generator was a reaction wheel with two arms, each 2.5
inches long. There is no data on the size of the openings through which the vaporic
substance escaped in contrary directions in the air, thus causing the arms to revolve.75
The reaction wheel was screwed to the reservoir and was put into rotation at high
velocity by the manipulation of two cocks. After two minutes, the reaction wheel was
removed and connections were made to a small beam engine, which was rotated at 400
revolutions. After three minutes, the reaction wheel was once again rotated. After a
minute, the wheel was stopped, and the gaseous fluid was allowed to escape against a
candle flame and blow it out. Then the small beam engine was run again for a few
turns. Two minutes later the reaction wheel was run again, then the experiments were
concluded. The entire experiment lasted 17 minutes. Clocker, who constructed both the
multiplicator and the engine, described the engine as having cylinders of three-inch
bore and three-inch stroke, with a flywheel of 200 pounds weight, which revolved at
300 revolutions per minute.
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It was also stated that the development of the force caused no noise and that no
chemical compounds were used or could have been used without detection. Neither
heat, galvanism nor electricty was used. The water was "as pure after it left the
multiplicator as it was when introduced to the same." The gas had neither smell nor
taste and would not ignite. When the multiplicator was dismantled, it showed no traces
of chemicals or explosive substances.76
Collier then wrote a report for the New York group, which included John J. Cisco,
a wealthy banker and former United States Sub-Treasurer in New York; Charles G.
Franklyn of the Cunard Line of steamships; Charles H. Haswell, the author of
Haswell's tables and a leading authority among mechanicians—who already had
visited Keely's workshop; Henry C. Sargeant, president of the Ingersoll Rock Drill
Company; W.D. Hatch and Enos T. Throop of the Hatch Lithographic Company; John
S. Smith of Baker, Smith & Co., the large manufacturers of steam heating apparatus;
and William B. Meeker, a banker.77
Collier met with this powerful group of wealthy bankers, merchants and
businessmen in the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York. With Sidney Dillon in the chair,
they listened patiently to Collier's report, which had also been made in writing. Collier
told his audience of Keely's claims to transform soundwaves in energies exceeding
those of a hurricane. This new physical force, when properly applied, would generate
immense powers. Keely also claimed that he would be able in a short time to take a
train of cars from the Pennsylvania Railroad depot at 32nd and Market Streets to
Jersey City in 60 minutes, with a power that could be stored in a teacup or in the
hollow of his hand. With as much ease, he would also send a Cunarder across the
Atlantic in 48 hours. With a bucket or a barrel of his "etheric force" he might move a
continent! All the glories of the age of steam... "would be obsolete long before the
close of the century."78
Collier convinced the New York businessmen, bankers and orthodox scientists, for
the day after his lecture he was to receive a check for $10,000 for the purchase of
stock of the Keely Motor Company and to pay the debts that he had incurred in the
construction of his machine. The New York group was also given an option for
$40,000 more of the stock. The option was kept open until Collier's report was
confirmed. In the meantime Collier negotiated a sale of the rights for six New
England states for an option of $50,000, the purchasers to invest half a million dollars
to introduce the invention, and then to pay another half a million dollars. For the
benefit of both groups of investors, a public exhibition was given in Philadelphia that
was attended by 300 persons, including engineers and scientists from all parts of the
country. The day after this exhibition, the investors handed over their checks for
$40,000 and $50,000. Collier had now raised capital of$100,000.79
Yet another variant of this important phase has it that there were two meetings of the
wealthy group, and that Keely contacted Collier. When Keely succeeded in again
producing this dry vapor, he called Collier's attention to it. Keely had built a machine
which he called a multiplicator, the forerunner of his liberator and disintegrator. After
getting an expert draftsman to make drawings of all its
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parts, Collier called a meeting of capitalists at the Gilsey House in New York in the fall
of 1874 and laid the matter before them, telling them what he had personally
witnessed. The result was that $50,000 was "almost immediately" subscribed, and
Boston parties also took $50,000 worth of stock. Sidney Dillon presided over the
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second meeting of the group.80
Keely's demonstration on November 10 sparked the controversy regarding his
claims that would mark his career for the rest of his life. From that date on Keely was
to be a public character, supported in his livelihood by those who believed in the
reality of his claims and the grandiose future of his inventions based on his discovery.
Before the demonstration in 1874, the general public at large had heard nothing of
Keely's generator, although, as we have seen, it is suggested by Repetti and others that
prior to this time, the Philadelphians did hear rumors of Keely and his Globe Motor as
far back as 1865.
This 1874 demonstration probably accounts for the fact that most contemporary
and later sources date his discovery and subsequent invention of the Keely Motor
around 1874, and not three years earlier, when Keely apparently constructed his Globe
Motor, obtained a patent on his flywheel and applied for a second patent in 1872.
Why he never resolved this issue is one of the countless minor mysteries that riddle
his life and career.
In 1874,81 Collier founded the Keely Motor Company together with Keely, his
workman Beckel who "had worked for Keely a number of years," and Sergeant.82
Sergeant had been skeptical at first, but after a visit in July that year to Keely's
workshop at the request of unidentified parties, "some of whom were pecuniarily
interested in the discovery," he changed his mind. The interested parties desired a
careful investigation to be made, and asked him to go to Keely's workshop as an
expert. Sergeant found Keely in his workshop, being "very jealous of his secret. He
would not for a long time admit me to see what he was doing that I might investigate
the matter. It was only after a strong pressure had been brought to bear on him that he
consented to do as much as let me see him work, and when this was at length
accomplished by the intervention of his friends who were interested in the invention... so
great was his anxiety to keep the secret that the very stockholders were kept out of the
room while we were together, and their counsil coming to the closed doors knocked,
and was answered by Keely, who would not admit him." Keely not only demonstrated
the enormous pressure that he could obtain with his device, but also let Sergeant
handle the device himself: "At length he allowed me to work his machinery myself,
and I found I could do so as he did; and the machinery for producing this vapor is so
simple that a child eight years old could work it. Deception was impossible under such
circumstances."83 Sergeant's reference to "stockholders" is an indication that alreadyinterested
persons had begun to invest money in Keely's invention before the foundation
of the Keely Motor Company.
When the Keely Motor Company was established, it began selling stock to
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trusting shareholders throughout the United States. Not only businessmen, speculators
and rich investors bought stock; there were thousands of stockholders in Philadelphia
and other cities, who were clerks, shopgirls, widows and orphans, "all looking for the
day when the increased value of their stock would make them independent."84
The headquarters of the Keely Motor Company were at Collier's office. The
purpose of the company was to fund the research, construction and subsequent
manufacture and marketing of the Keely Motor. But its organizers received stock
without paying for it, and about three-fourths of the whole amount was thus given away
by Keely. He kept about one-seventh, and "was cheated out of a good portion of that
before he had gone far."85
When the by-laws of the Keely Motor Company were published a year later, the
title page proudly announced that it had amassed a capital of $1,000,000 in 20,000
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shares, each with a value of $50.86
The company would ultimately have a capital of $5,000,000.87 This money went
to Keely's salary, which was $200 a month, the construction of his workshop and the
building of other demonstration devices. Unscrupulous stock speculators were to cause
Keely great difficulties however, and Keely saw very little of the proceeds.
Nevertheless, he was now a public figure, and articles about him and his mysterious
invention, or one should say discovery, began to appear at regular intervals in various
newspapers and magazines. The Keely history was launched.


